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Abstract
To enhance the accuracy of rotation and translation
parameters of 3-D positions calculated from two depth
Images, we present an algorithm to calculate the
registration error. First, we derive the camera error from
triangulation, which is represented in a covariance matrix.
Then we find orientation and position parameters of an
ob'ect. We verify that inclusion of the camera sensitivity
e&ances the accuracy of registration from computer
simulations and experiments.

1 Introduction
Since,range finders with high, accuracy are becoming
cornmerc~ally available, appl~cations of depth data to
modeling a three-dimensional (3-D) object or to medical
research area have been great1 increased. A range image
rovides a depth or surface inzrrnation from a front view.
Rerefore, it is necessary to merge several range ima es
from a side or rear view of the same object to buil% a
complete 3-D model. To fulfill the requirement, we need to
estimate the translation and rotation parameters of the
range data between the images. Many works have been
done to find registration parameters: iterative closest point
ICP) algorithm on two range data viewed from the
Sifferent directipns on a? ob ect 1 31, a method yqin
statist~calcriter~on function tor tie- accuracy of initii
values of the ICP algorithm [4] a method applying the ICP
algorithm to free form objects 15 , a method usin the line
correspondence (61, and a metho to se ment outiers from
ran e data with least mean qquarcs (L%s) and using the
1c8algorithm to estimate reg~strationparameters [7].
To achieve accurate estimation, the precise
measurement of de th is essential. But the depth
information in real atsolute world coordinate cannot be
known and depends on several factors. Image nolse and
ical factors. Especially these
uantization errors are
?actors are deeply relate to camera setting parameters.
Therefore to calculate more ~ r e c i s erelative registration
parameters, the camera sensitivity, which r e p r e s h s how
sensitive the coordinate transformation between world
coordinate and image coordinate is, is to be compensated
in the process of re stratio on. The camera sensitivity can be
interpreted with 3 - 8 data measurement error. The analysis
of 3-D data measurement error has been an important
research area: a method to anal ze a triangularization
method assumint that lo(at/on of
points has uniform
probability distri ution w~thinunlt volume [8], a method to
use data redundancy after acquiring more than two ran e
data of an objeqt from the various locations of a camera [$],
a method cons~der~nthe system parameter of a camera
related to error suc! as the separation between sensor
elements, the camera lens focal length, and the sensor array
dimension [lo], and a method considering noise for the
estimation of re istration parameters of a moving object
[I I]. Also there Rave been vanous works on error analysis
m measuring the location of 3-D points [12: 143.
We present the error (camera sensitiv~ty) in 3-D
position measurement to improve the accuracy of the
registration. The estimation using a covariance matrix
based on the camera sensitivity as error wei hts is
This pa er is structured as follows. In 8ection
4[0$;$sent
a metgod ac uiring range data. In Section 3,
we present an expression ?or the camera,sensitivity in the
range measurement. In Section 4, we estimate registrat~on

parameters with the roposed error weights from the
camera sensitivity. In lection 5, we present ex erimental
results comparing the estimated results obtainel with and
without error weights. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2 Measurement of Range Data Using
Triangulation
Fig. 1 illustrates the principle of a depth measurement
method ,based on triangulation. ,It has a structured light
wh~chdivides a space Into 2" regions from n sets of Images
! 5 ] . From the image, we can calculate the distance from
t e camera to the surface of the object.
After camera calibration, we obtain a transformation
matrix (T,) between the world (C,) and camera coordinates
( e l ) , and a transformation (T,) between the world (C,) and
the projector coordinates (Cz). The 3-D coordinate values
of the object are calculated according to the following
procedures:
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where the indices c of h, and p of h denote camera and
projector respectively, and u, v, an8 w represent ima e
lanes of the camera and projector coordinate, respective&.
h e parameter h represents the homo eneous coordinates
After removing hr and h,, from ( I ) an8(2), Q, V, and F are
derived as follows:
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Figure 1: Determination of depth from a structured light.

Since S and Sf are deterministic, the covariance matrix
becomes

after assuming that a: = a,.2= owz= a2.We will employ the
covariance matrix as error weights for estimation of
registration parameters.

4 Registration with the Estimated Position
Error Using the Camera Sensitivity
We present the rotation of an object between the two
range images with a unit quaternion 161 that has the
advantages of the reduced computationa . complexity, and
estimation of registration parameters a done w ~ t h a
nonlinear numerical optimization, Levenberg-Marquardt
method [17].
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Therefore, 3-D coordinate values V are obtained by 7). In
other words, w ~ t htwo camera parameter matnces, $c and
T,, together with image coordinates ( u v) and the space
code w, we can calculate a 3-D position (xw, y,,,, z),.

3 Estimation of the Camera Sensitivity
The camera position u, v and the space code w have
error due to the Image noise and quantization error., In this
section, we analyze the camera sensitivity with the
variance of u, v, and w on the calculated 3-D position (x,y,z).
Error of a 3-D coordinate position can be expressed as

4.1 Representation of Rotation
In general, rotation transformation is expressed as a
matrix. It has a simple form and eas to understand.
However, it has six constraints to satisfy tKe orthonormality
of the unltary matrix. On the other hand, orientation angle
representation has only three parameters. However ~ t s
trigonometric, nature makes it cumbersome for numerical
analysis. Unit quaternion representation of or~entatlon
consists of four real numbers, and a constraint which
requires that the norm of four real components should be
unity. Also the amount of calculation is greatly reduced.
The quaternion q is expressed with the complex notation:
A point in the 3-D s ace is expressed as the following
quaternion t having on& imaginary parts,

and (8) is expressed in matrix form:

t = 0 + it, +jty + kt,.

(15)

A point, t, rotated by a unit quaternion r is expressed as
and rotation r is as follows:

-

E (Expectation) of the s uare of 3-D coordinates becomes
a covariance matrix as de lned by
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where rotation anale and rotation axis are 0 and w.
respectively.
Unit quaternion constraint requires r:+r:+r;+r '=I.
Therefore the rotation angle and the axis are calcufated
from ro, r,, r,, and r,.

4.2 Levenberg-Marquardt Method
When a model is nonlinearly related to undetermined
parameters ak, 1 < k S M, the x e,rror function is defined
and parameters are searched to minimize the error function.
Due to nonlinear dependency, minimization procedure is
iterated until the parameter value converges to a local
minimum. When a model containing parameters is
If we assume identical inde endent distribution (i.i.d.) on
results:
Am, then we can obtain the f!llowing

the XZ merit function is written as

where N is the number of data used for the estimation of
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Figure 2: Images used in experiments (Cube).

(c)
(dl
Figure 3: Images used in experiments (Polyhedron).
model arameters. For our experiments, the equation can
be moJiied as

The error weight I: is the error covariance matrix of
L~,~y(x.;T)l.
Here we assume that we have N corresponding
po?nts between reference image 1 and image 2. A pointy.
In lmage 1 corresponds to a point xi in image 2 transformed
bv
-,T.
The 3-D position measurement error at the reference
position 1, that in image 2, and those error values after
transforming the point in image 2 to the reference image 1
are represented as el, e2, and e2: respectively. Then we can
derive the error weighting matrix T, as

image (d) represents the ob'ect (a) rotated by ,lo0 with
respect to the r coordinate. d e image (e) IS obtalned after
translating the ob'ect (d) by -3 cm in the x direction and by
3 crn in the y direction. The object was translated and
rotated on a ruled paper. We assume that the
correspondence of the vertices has been established.
is a set of range images of a olyhedron.
The error welght from t i e camera noise sensitivity has
been applied in estimatin the re istration parameters.
The camera sensitivity is cdculated %om the variations of
x, y, and z with respect to u, v, and w a t oint in Fig. 2(c),
and then the covariance matrix, I: = a s#, is used as error
weights which has the following value:

On the other hand, the covariance matrix, Z, without
considering error weights has the following value:

Therefore, the total error is defined by

The scale factor on the error weight I: has no effects on
the rotation arameters.
and 2 show the comparison of estimated
Tables
registration parameters with and without error weights
using the point matching for Cube and Polyhedron,
respectively. It shows that rotation parameters are closer to
and the error weight matrix, I:, is ex ressed as I: +T I: T'
the exact values than translation parameters, regardless of
For rim lici , we can assume that tge rotation,
or i;
the ositions of an object in Fig. 2.
small, tRen S c a n be approximated as the identity matrix I.
Especially the rotation r m e t e r s considering error
Then it follows that I:, z I:> Hence we can use the
weights are much closer to t e exact values than rotation
approximation I: = 2X2.
parameters ignoring measurement error wei hts. The
convergence of estlmatlon wlth error we1 hts is faster than
5 Experimental Results and Discussions
that of estimatipn wrthout error weights. Root mean square
error (RMSE 1s defined as the square root of mean value
Fig. 2 shows ran e images of a cube used in
of squares o the difference of distance between 3-D coorexperiments where plxe?s nearer to the camera are bri hter
Space encoded light patterns are proected throu h an ~ C D ; dinate values transformed by exact registration parameters
and 3-D coordinate values transformed by estimated
and the images are taken from a C&D camera.%he ran e
registration parameters. It is proportlonal to the Euclidean
data is obtained usin (7): The ima e (a) is the object at tke
distance from the exact osition to the estimated one.
reference osltlon. f h e lmages
and (c) represent the
Table 3 cornpare: tRe RMSE with and without error
translated b 2 cnl in the r coordinate and the
object of
weights. We can verify that the RMSE w ~ t herror weights
object of (a) translated
2 em in the y direction. The

The expectation of (25) becomes

f
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Table 3: Comparison of the RMSE.

Table 1: Comparison of registration parameters estimated
with and without error weights I: (Cube).

Table 2: Comparison of registration parameters estimated
with and without error weights I: (Polyhedron).
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is smaller than that ignoring the error weights. We observe
that the estimation of registration parameters based on
error weights from the camera sensitivity is more accurate
than that without error weights.

6 CO~C~US~O~S
The sensitivity of 3-D position error caused by 2-D
camera position is calculated, and the obtained error
covariance matrix is applied to estimation of registration
parameters. It results ln better estimation of re istration
method
parameters. Experiments show that our
results m more exact registration parameters.
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